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One piece tashigi theory

Just a quick thought that just crossed my mind, but now I believe that Kuina is really Tashighi, and because you scream nonsense! let me explain what I really think really happened and why. I've always had the doubt that maybe Tashigi is Kuina, but I haven't found anything to support my claim so far. Well, you see, I
noticed something very interesting about how she apparently died: Note several things: A. A towel is covering head B. She is never seen buried C. Koshiro does not seem very sad D. Just knew she is dead is through the sentence of Koshiro right here. This is a very undetailed type of death, I don't think anything would
be like this especially when after an almost identical character in both personality and appearance appears later: So here's what I think happened: Kuina, after making the promise to Zoro back home, now full of hope for her future, someone finally believes she could actually be the strongest Swordsman in the world and
says it to her father , who immediately tells her that she talks nonsense, she was very hurt and upset by her father's reaction- not only does he discourage her, but after that he tells her that maybe being a Swordsman at all is not good for her as she begins to develop false dreams and now forbids her from being a
Swordsman for longer , she gets very upset and runs away, however, in her run, she falls down the stairs and becomes unconscious. Now that she is in a coma, the doctor says she will live and even likely wake up, however it is unlikely that she will remember anything. Koshiro now knew, it would mean she would forget
Zoro and his promise and knew it would hurt him a lot, and he also knew that it would mean she would no longer have knowledge about sword fighting, so he decided to do the following thing: He told Zoro that she was dead, put a towel on her head while showing her her dead body , because if you see the face you can
clearly see that she is unconscious and not dead. Later, in order to prevent her from pursuing dreams she cannot fulfill, he decided, in his eyes, to grant her a better life and asked the other family to look after her, they renamed her Tashigi. When she woke up, Tashigi didn't remember anything, not even Zoro and her
promise, however, despite her soul, her entity could still remember the promise and she continued to keep her promise without even being aware of it- that neither she nor Zoro will be the WSS - so she became a Swordsman and joined the Kaigun and the rest we already know. Now, aside from Kuina's undetailed death,
Tashigi is identical to her, and also at her age, doesn't think it's a coincidence that there are two people completely identical to each other. I don't think so, and I also think Oda even gave us a clue -- both Tashigi and and are names of birds without flight, metaphors for her being a woman keeps her down. So, what do you
guys think? *Theory of the Jew Kaizoku KUINA's DESTINY Theory a piece of straw hat pirates tashigi zoro 2015-05-15 This site uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're okay with this, but you can choose to leave if you want. Accept Read MorePrivacy &amp; Cookies Policy A part ヅ RT ist bei
Facebook. A dich mit One Piece ヅ RT zu verbinden, tritt Facebook noch heute bei. One Piece ヅ RT ist bei Facebook. A dich mit One Piece ヅ RT zu verbinden, tritt Facebook noch heute bei. Anime post-timeskip Anime pre-timeskip Manga post-timeskip Manga pre-timeskip Chapter 96; Episode 48[1] Marines; Unit G-5
01[2]; Loguetown Marine Base (ex)[3] Captain; [2] Ensign[4] (ex); Master Chief Petty Officer[3] (ex) 21 (debut)[5]23 (after timeskip)[6] Chio Su-Ping (Episodes 48-77); Emlyn Morinelli (Episodes 78+) Captain Tashigi[8] is a Navy officer who served under Vice Admiral Smoker at the G-5 base. [2] She was originally
introduced as Chief Master Petty Officer ()[3] but was promoted to Ensign (尉, Shōi?) [4] after the events in Alabasta. [9] During the time, she was promoted to Captain (のい, Taisa?). [2] Due to her actions, she can be regarded as a supporting antagonist during the Loguetown Arc. Tashigi has dark brown eyes and wears
her black hair between her chin and shoulder length. She looks a lot like the late Kuina, Zoro's childhood friend. She wears rectangular glasses with red frames. Prior to the timeskip, she was seen wearing short-sleeved shirts of different colors and designs[1] but usually covered them with her white-padded blue leather
jacket at the waist. She tended to wear blue jeans with black shoes, but also paired white capris with tanned shoes. [1] His face and hair have changed slightly several times since his introduction, especially in chapter 439. However, it is unclear whether this was an intentional redesign or simply a result of the author's
ever-evolving art style and the time she was out of the spotlight. [4] After time, her hair is much longer and now trapped by a clip. She still wears glasses and her figure has become more feminine than she was two years ago. She was seen wearing a floral shirt with buttons down, blue capris, dark pink gloves with a white
trim, and dark pink boots. Having attained the rank of captain, she replaced her blue coat with a pink version of the navy officers' standard coat. Like Hina, Tashigi's subordinates tend to flatter her, but of course they also respect her as their superior. [2] Gallery[edit | editing source] Main series[edit | editing source] A
close-up of the face of before the timeskip. A close-up of Tashigi's face after the timeskip. Color scheme of (before the timeskip) in the manga. Tashigi color scheme (after timeskip) in the manga. Tashigi's second outfit during the Alabasta Arch. Tashigi's outfit during the Post-Enies Lobby Arch. [4] Tashigi's clothing
during the Marineford Arch. Tashigi's outfit during the timeskip. Tashigi's outfit during the Punk Hazard Arc. Tashigi outfit during the Dressrosa Bow. Tashigi in Smoker's body during the Punk Hazard Arc. Smoker inside Tashigi's body during the Punk Hazard Arc. Video Games[edit | editing source] Other[edit | editing
source] Personality[edit | editing source] Tashigi was first introduced when the Straw Hat Pirates docked in Loguetown, where it was stationed. Smoker, her superior officer, seems to regard her as a protégé, and the two work very well together. Despite her proficiency in swordfighting, she is usually clumsy, which annoys
Smoker. [3] She is extremely interested in katanas, often identifying their names and origins in plain sight; even when in danger, she may be distracted by the presence of a famous blade. [10] During the Loguetown Arch, she was even shown carrying what appeared to be a kind pocket field guide. Tashigi is very brave
and reckless in fighting his opponents, a characteristic typical of swordsmen and swordsmen. She will fight anyone she considers an enemy, regardless of her reputation. This fighting spirit often turns into carelessness and led to his defeat on several occasions, to Smoker's disdain. Two examples would be her fight
against Nico Robin, during which her knee was broken, and her fight against Law, during which she was cut in half. She is also a daunt and may refuse to accept defeat if she feels she was despised, as seen when she demanded a rematch with Zoro, outraged that he did not cut her off. [11] She even refused to give up
after Law separated the trunk from her legs and cut Shigure in half. [13] Her endless determination could be interpreted as a bad loser attitude, but it seems to stem from her desire to protect what is important to her. Like Smoker, Tashigi's definition of justice differs from that of the Marines as a whole, and she does not
hesitate to fight in her defense. Its stated goal is to remove all Meito from the hands of those who would use them for their own selfish ambitions. Despite her distaste for pirates, Tashigi is willing to work with them and abandon her marine pride if she deems it necessary for the greater good. Tashigi felt that, as a
swordsman, she would be perceived as inferior to swordsmen by default, and accused Zoro of refusing to cut her because of her gender. She also felt insulted when Law cut her off without killing her. [13] As a swordsman, she would rather face death than be shamefully defeated. In it doesn't stop you from striving to get
stronger and realize your dreams. Tashigi showing embarrassment. Tashigi Tashigi Her shirts buttoned taller and shows less cleavage than many other female characters, indicating that she is somewhat reserved about her body. This was especially evident when she got stuck in Smoker's body, as she wore her jacket
fully closed and protested strongly when Smoker (trapped in her body) took off her bra and wore her shirt completely unbuttoned. Her shyness was also shown when she screamed in embarrassment after returning to her body and finding him in that state of undressing. [17] One of Tashigi's most prominent character
traits is his lack of mind. When Smoker was chasing Luffy during the Alabasta Arc, she did not acknowledge the situation until Smoker told him what to do. [18] In the anime, she had a brief but polite interaction with Chopper without realizing that he was a talking woman. [12] The most significant example of her other
nature was when, in the Loguetown Arch, Tashigi spent a long time not realizing that the three-sword swordsman she had befriended was actually the three-shead pirate hunter, Roronoa Zoro. [19] Relationships[edit | editing source] Marines[edit | edit source] Smoker[edit | editing source] Tashigi cries after receiving
stimulus phrases from Smoker. Tashigi's relationship with his superior, Smoker, is strictly professional. Smoker often scolds her for such mishaps as confusing a fellow marine with smoker because she was not wearing her glasses. Her distraction gets very nervous, and in the 97th chapter of the series, Smoker himself
claimed that she was the shame of navy HQ. Despite this, he respects her and trusts her in her judgment, as seen when he tells her to follow her own sense of justice in Alubarna. Tashigi always apologizes to Smoker when she makes a mistake, and she tries to follow his orders as closely as possible, indicating a sincere
admiration for her mentor. Recently, she showed some defiance in relation to her superior. When he chastised her for begging Law to spare their lives, she retorted that it was the only way to save her subordinates and Vergo's kidnapped children. Smoker saw his logic and realized that he was the one who was wrong.
She later looked at him for wearing his unbuttoned shirt when he was in his body. [14] G-5[edit | editing source] Tashigi angry with his subordinates. Tashigi's new subordinates idolize and often pass to her, much to her frustration. They find her disturbingly adorable even during battle and are often reprimanded for it.
Although they resent her as Captain-chan and Tashigi-chan, her subordinates are very protective of their lives and will defend her with their lives. Although she is certainly irritated by her constant harassment, she shows genuine concern for them, even saying smoker that they have no choice but to cooperate criminals in
order to rescue them from danger. [14] Another example of her worth to her subordinates is that she spared them the cruel truth that Vergo, the commanding officer they admire, was actually a traitor. [20] Seven Warlords of the Sea[edit | editing source] Tashigi originally thinks of the Seven Warlords of the Sea as allies.
His top smoker reminded him that he does not trust the Seven Warlords of the Sea and believes that pirates are pirates. Tashigi now believes that the Seven Warlords of the Sea are nothing more than pirates and that they are unreliable. Enemies[edit | editing source] Roronoa Zoro[edit | editing source] Tashigi facing
Zoro in Loguetown. Tashigi seems to hold a grudge against Roronoa Zoro, believing that he was using his swords to get money (hunt for reward). After learning his true identity and his new career as a pirate, she challenged him to a duel. Zoro defeated her, but she refused to accept her defeat unless he cut her off. One
of Tashigi's goals is to defeat Zoro to win his Wado Ichimonji, as she believes that such a renowned blade should not be in the hands of a criminal; much later, she noticed that Zoro was also wielding Shusui, promoting his interest. Seeing her skills improved after two years, she seemed to have a respectful
understanding of her immense power. It also seems that she saw how wrong she was about him attacking women after seeing him harming Monet in his defense. [21] Although Tashigi and Sanji are on different sides of the justice system, he is nevertheless in love with her the moment they met in Loguetown. During his
second encounter in Punk Hazard, his womanizing manners led him to be overexcited. [22] When Tashigi was nearly killed by Vergo, Sanji immediately and without hesitation goes out of his way to save her, simply because he felt a woman crying in the distant. He dismissed the fact that they were meant to be enemies
when Tashigi played in the audience. [20] Skills and Powers[edit | editing source] Physical Skills[edit | editing source] Tashigi relies primarily on his great speed and agility in battle. She's been trying to get stronger since the end of the alabasta arch. After the timeskip, Tashigi showed considerable strength, able to apply
enough force on Shigure to deflect a cannonball. His speed and agility also improved greatly, able to jump to very high heights, as well as use the Rokushiki Soru technique to move instantly. Tashigi showed an exceptional tolerance to pain, able to withstand Monet violently freezing his shoulder. Swordsmanship[edit |
editing source] Tashigi diverting a cannonball using his swordsman. Tashigi is a swordsman of the type Highly skilled Blade, able to defeat two pirates in Loguetown with little effort and quickly take down multiple opponents in seconds. Tashigi has has knowledge about swords, as shown in the swords shop in Loguetown.
She was also seen carrying her sword on the left and right side, suggesting that she is able to draw comfortably with both hands. Tashigi's personal katana is Meito Shigure. After time, her skills improved, as she was able to deflect precisely an enemy cannonball with her katana in the same way that Dracule Mihawk
deflected bullets. Swords[edit | editing source] Rokushiki[edit | edit source] More info: Rokushiki After the timeskip, Tashigi was seen using Soru to avoid snowballs in his fight against Monet. [21] Haki[edit | editing source] More information: Haki During his battle against the Trafalgar Law, Smoker revealed that Tashigi
uses Haki, but stated that his fitness with her is still not enough to counter Law's ability. [23] Busoshoku Haki[edit | editing source] Tashigi has the ability to use Busoshoku Haki. She was seen using Busoshoku Haki when she was able to hack Monet, a Logia user, causing her to bleed. [24] Kenbunshoku Haki[edit |
editing source] Tashigi possesses the ability to use Kenbunshoku Haki. [25] History[edit | editing source] Past[edit | editing source] She was born in East Blue. [8] From childhood, she began to like swords. [26] East Blue Saga[edit | editing source] Loguetown Arc[edit | editing source] While Zoro was walking around town,
he noticed Tashigi being confronted by two pirates. Tashigi, being a swordsman, quickly took them down, but eventually released his glasses. Zoro, impressed by his abilities, retrieved them for her, but when she thanked him, he was surprised at how strangely she looked like her long dead friend, Kuina. Tashigi, after
witnessing Luck against Curse, from Zoro. Tashigi ran to Zoro again when she went to pick up her sword from the sspa shop, and after watching him put his luck against a cursed sword, throwing it and dropping it on her outstretched arm, she thought of him as an extraordinary swordsman. Soon after, Tashigi met with



Smoker and they went to the execution platform where Buggy was about to execute Luffy. The two Marines were surprised to learn that Pirate Hunter Zoro was on the same crew as the Luffy Straw Hat. Smoker asked Tashigi if she had ever seen anyone accept his death and laugh at the execution platform. When
Tashigi learned of Zoro's true identity, she confronted him while the Straw Hat Pirates were fleeing the city. She accused him of lying to her and claimed that she would take Zoro's Meito, Wado Ichimonji, away from him. When the couple got into a fight, Sanji yelled at Zoro for attacking a woman, but was pulled by Luffy
toward the port, leaving Zoro behind. Tashigi was promptly he slammed against the wall with Zoro's sword in his throat, and Zoro said he would never give up his sword. When he started running after Luffy and Sanji, Sanji, was outraged that she was not killed and demanded to know why he refused to kill her, thinking he
was looking at her as a woman. Zoro yelled at her and told her to stop imitating her dead friend, and the two broke out in a childish argument until Dragon's arrival separated them. She then set out to sea with Smoker, chasing Zoro and the rest of the Straw Hat team and eventually arriving in Alabasta. Alabasta Saga[edit
| editing source] Little Garden Arc[edit | editing source] During their journey, Tashigi and Smoker captured Mr. 11 and discovered some information about Baroque works. [32] Alabasta Arc[edit | source of issue] After the Straw Hat Pirates escaped From Nanohana, Smoker became concerned that he recognized the
Princess of Alabasta among them. He expressed his contempt for the Seven Warlords of the Sea, telling Tashigi that tigers never change their stripes—once pirate, always pirate. [citation required] At a bar in Rainbase, Luffy and Usopp bumped into Smoker and Tashigi. She paid for the water with the water the pirates
fled. [citation required] She met Zoro again at Rainbase and demanded a rematch, but all they got before he escaped was a brief discussion. She later dropped her glasses, and when Chopper retrieved them, she thanked him without realizing he was a pirate (or a rein). [citation required] Smoker told Tashigi to go
straight to Alubarna alone and follow his own justice there. He asked him to observe closely how the place would end, particularly whether it was destroyed or not, and then left. Tashigi is defeated by Nico Robin. Nico Robin, taking Cobra hostage, found a group of Marines with Tashigi in the lead. When they refused to
go out of Robin's way, she began threatening them, but was interrupted by Tashigi. Robin said she had no choice but to kill them, but Cobra asked them not to worry about him and instead try to stop the bomb that would be detonatod seven minutes later. Tashigi assured him that they would save him and stop the bomb,
but Robin incapacitated the marine group with his power. After seeing her power as a fruity devil, a Marine realized she was Nico Robin, the girl who sank six Navy ships at age 8 and had a reward of 79,000,000. Robin was beginning to lose his temper when Tashigi sent his men to stop the bomb. Facing Robin alone,
Tashigi was quickly defeated when the former used some arms to point Shigure in the latter's throat and then broke his leg. Soon after, Crocodile came across the defeated Tashigi and insulted the Marines' sense of justice before continuing. [citation required] Tashigi tried to help the Straw Hats find the bomb. In the end,
Pell to save the city and took the bomb to the sky, where it exploded. Even from far above Alubarna, the blast radius of the bomb hit the combat armies below and blew up most of the off his feet, including Tashigi and Usopp. Tashigi arrests Crocodile for his crimes. Crocodile suddenly fell from the sky, followed by the first
rain the country had seen in years. Tashigi and the Marines found the warlord unconscious. Tashigi revoked his title and promptly arrested him for his crimes against the World Government. [citation required] Torn between his duties as a Marine and the recognition of the merits of the Straw Hats, Tashigi ordered his
subordinates not to arrest the crew while unconscious in the middle of the street. When Tashigi joined Smoker and Hina and reported her failure to arrest the Straw Hat Pirates, she began to cry and blame herself for being too weak to do anything more than support the criminals. Smoker told her to try to get stronger.
[33] She and Smoker were each granted a promotion by the World Government, despite Smoker's objections. [9] Water 7 Saga[edit | editing source] Post-Enies Lobby Arc[edit | editing source] Tashigi shows the new Straw Hats posters for Smoker. Tashigi appeared again after receiving the news of the Straw Hats ordeal
at enies lobby. She tried to convey the news to Smoker, but directed her words to the wrong Marine because she wasn't wearing her glasses. Smoker told Tashigi that what they really needed was status; he also noted that pirates around the world began to recognize the Straw Hats. He decided to bet his pride in
crushing them in the New World. [34] Summit War Saga[edit | editing source] Amazon Lily Arc[edit | editing source] Tashigi with her superior, Smoker, arriving at Marineford. When portgas D. Ace's execution was announced, Tashigi reported to Marineford when summoned as reinforcements. [35] Marineford Arc[edit |
editing source] Three hours before Ace's execution, she was seen listening to Sengoku's speech about Ace's past. She was shocked by Luffy's arrival in Marineford and immediately decided to alert Smoker to this new factor in the war against the Whitebeard Pirates. While Luffy was attacking the execution platform,
Tashigi tried to fight him, but Smoker came to him first. When Sengoku began to set the final phase of his plan in motion, Tashigi and Smoker retreated to the square. Tashigi witnessed a Marine seeking help for his wounded companion only to be told to leave the fallen and continue with the fight. Tashigi thought to
herself that even after the Marines completed their goal, they would not stop. After Shanks arrived, she stayed with the other Marines. During timeskip[edit | editing source] When Tashigi and Smoker were first transferred to the G-5 base, Vergo was seen telling them that the soldiers were brawling and not very bright, but
that overall, they were People. [38] A soldier told him about how Vergo sometimes suddenly left to go home and take care of his sick sister. She remembered talking to the vice admiral about a kidnapping case. Kidnapping. he insisted it was a false allegation; he said the parents were in denial and holding the false hope
that their children were kidnapped instead of dead. [38] Fish-Man Island Saga[edit | editing source] Fish-Man Island Arc[edit | editing source] After the timeskip, Tashigi and Smoker (having been promoted to captain and vice admiral, respectively) are now in charge of the G-5. Near the Red Line, they were seen fighting
several pirate ships that emerged from the sea. Tashigi used his sword to skillfully redirect a cannonball, which subsequently exploded a path away from the ship. Two subordinates applauded for her. She tried to scold them for joking, but ended up berating the ship's mast because her glasses were on her forehead and
not in front of her eyes. She scolded men for disrespecting her just because she's a woman. Smoker told her to shut up and stop interrupting her interrogation, but then chastised the subordinates for looking at her instead of taking the situation more seriously. [39] Dressrosa Saga[edit | editing source] Punk Hazard
Arc[edit | editing source] After learning that the Straw Hats were going to Punk Hazard intercepting a distress call with a Black Den Den Mushi, Tashigi and Smoker decided to go there as well. [40] Tashigi cut in half by the Trafalgar Act. After arriving on the winter side of the island, they approached the PH-006 building.
They were received by the Warlord of the Trafalgar Sea Law. While Smoker and Law discussed the possible presence of the Straw Hat Pirates on the island, several Straw Hats accompanied giant children leaving the building and found Law and the G-5 Marines, surprising absolutely everyone involved. The Straw Hats
and the children came back where they came from. Tashigi was about to give chase, but Law stood in his way, saying he would not allow them to leave the island. Law turned his battleship into performance art and kidnapped all of his Den Den Mushi. Tashigi attempted to attack Law despite Smoker's warning that his
Haki was not strong enough to defeat Law. When his attack backfired, Law cut the captain and his Shigure in half. Tashigi expressed her shame at being cut but not dying, but Law told her that the weak cannot even choose how they die, causing her to bite her lip in shame. Using an arm to support his severed body,
Tashigi's torso tried to attack Law once again, but his amputated katana failed to reach him. Law was about to attack her again when Smoker intervened and deflected the attack with his jitte. While Smoker was fighting Law, the other G-5 Marines took Tashigi's two halves and fled Law's Room. While the Marines
wondered why a warlord of the sea would attack allies of the world government, Tashigi herself recalled what Smoker once told her: that pirates will always be pirates. His subordinates then arrested two of the captain's captain together again. When she returned to the scene of the battle, Tashigi was horrified to see
Smoker lying unconscious and defeated on the ground. She noticed a hole in her chest and realized that her heart was stolen by Law, just as he had stolen the hearts of a hundred pirates in exchange for the status of Warlord of the Sea. Enraged, she tried to attack Law again, but he responded by using Shambles to put
his mind on Smoker's body and vice versa, after she and Smoker were brought to safety in a nearby cave. When they regained consciousness, Tashigi told Smoker about a series of reports about children dying in accidents and presented his theory that these were actually kidnappings being covered up by a fellow
Marine. Later, Tashigi, Smoker and the other G-5 Marines fought some centaurs and satriums. Tashigi compared his appearances to some wanted posters and recognized many of them as infamous pirates who had been captured. She asked Smoker how this was possible when the survivor count of the Punk Hazard
incident was zero. The smoker also did not understand, but said that they needed to report all this. Still in Smoker's body, Tashigi was seen fighting alongside Smoker and the G-5 Marines in an attempt to break through the front of the research center. She used the powers of Smoker's Devil Fruit, but was too
inexperienced to make them work properly. She later observed Luffy, Robin and Franky flying through the air toward the facility. Tashigi confronted Luffy and managed to use Devil Fruit's powers to attack him, but he easily dodged. Tashigi was thrilled to be able to control her powers in the first place, but as a result, Luffy
caught her off guard and pinned her to the ground. Later in the battle, pieces of sour began to fall from the sky to the battlefield. Tashigi watched in horror when the sligot exploded after some of his subordinates tried to burn him. While the sour continued to be lying on the lake, Tashigi suggested to Smoker that they find
somewhere with a roof. Tashigi, Smoker and the other Marines were shocked when Luffy suddenly grabbed Caesar Clown. When Luffy suddenly fainted at the end of the fight, Tashigi was surprised by the outcome. Tashigi, Smoker, Franky, and Robin were later victims of the same treatment: Caesar was suffocating
them with his Devil Fruit abilities. She was then locked in a cell with Smoker, Luffy, Franky, Robin and Law. Having learned the truth about Vergo, she asked Smoker what to do about the pain of having her trust broken. Smoker just told her that her suspicions were at the scene. She heard when Law revealed that Joker
is Doflamingo. While Caesar transmitted his experiment with the chemical weapon to underworld brokers, Tashigi was sitting with Robin, Franky, Law, Smoker and Luffy. After witnessing the devastating effects of poison poison that Smiley freed, Caesar began to move the cage out of the facility so that the captives would
be victims as well. [47] The counterattack begins. Tashigi watched as Law began his escape plan, guiding Franky to launch his Franky Fireball into the remains of the warship below. The resulting smoke obscured Caesar's view of the cage, allowing them to quietly act. Law revealed that he replaced some of Seastone's
handcuffs with regular ones so he could escape easily if necessary. After releasing Luffy and the others, Law returned Smoker and Tashigi to their original bodies and offered to spare their lives in exchange for their cooperation. Tashigi begged Law to take off his chains. The smoker chastised Tashigi for giving in to a
pirate, but she countered him by saying they had to live to protect their soldiers, bring Vergo to justice and rescue the children. Law chimed in noting that she seemed to be smarter than Smoker, since she understood the situation better than he did. The smoker admitted he was wrong and decided to listen to Law. Shortly
after Law unbuttoned his chains, Tashigi repaired his hair and shot a puffy glow at Smoker, angered that he wore his shirt unbuttoned and smoked so much on his body. [14] Law then teleported them to the facility using his power. They opened the shutters, allowing the Marines outside to escape the poisonous gas that
arrives. Since everyone was back together, Law told Smoker and Tashigi not to get in the way of him and Luffy. He then revealed a safe exit route, but warned everyone that he could not guarantee his safety after two hours. Everyone split up, and Tashigi wanted to go with Smoker to confront Vergo, but Smoker ordered
her to take care of the G-5 Marines and help everyone escape. Tashigi has agreed to follow his order. The G-5 Marines attempted to capture the Straw Hats, but were abruptly repelled by Zoro, Kin'emon and Brook as they cut the shutter and entered. Tashigi was not happy to see Zoro again, but she told her
subordinates that they should forget to capture the Straw Hats for now, as her priority should be to get to the passage to Building B before Caesar could close it. After Caesar's servants used a cannon to drill a hole in building A, the gas began to flow inwards. The Straw Hats, Brownbeard, and most Of the G-5 Marines
managed to get through the gate to Building B before closing. Tashigi was thrown to the other side of the gate by some of his fellow Marines. After one of her men told them they rescued her, Tashigi looked through a narrow crevice between the doors and was horrified to see that the Navy soldiers left in Building A had
been preserving his thumbs up and signs of victory. Tashigi knocked down by Vergo. After lamenting the loss of her fellow G-5, she took the lead toward the Route. His subordinates were delighted to see Vergo appear in Building B, unknowingly of his betrayal. Tashigi warned them that he was not what he seemed to be.
Vergo attacked and defeated a large number of G-5 Marines before aiming for Tashigi. Sanji suddenly ran and saved her before telling her and the other G-5 to retreat to Building C; at the same time, the gate of Building A opened, allowing the gas to flow into the passage. While Sanji held Vergo, Tashigi and his
subordinates quickly escaped to Building C when the gate between B and C began to close. Sanji managed to escape before the gate closed completely. He reveals to the Marines that Vergo suddenly ran away from battle. Although Tashigi already knew the truth about Vergo, she let her subordinates continue to believe
that the Vergo they had just encountered was an impostor. [20] Hot on the other group's trail trying to escape, the remaining Marines and Sanji headed toward the Cookie Room after an explosion allowed the gas to start flowing into Building C.[50] When Tashigi and his group arrived at the Cookie Room, they were able
to quickly close the door to the room, preventing the gas from entering and gaining some time. Once Monet learned that the Marines were also trying to save the children, she became angry and violently attacked them, biting a Marine's shoulder in the process. Tashigi attacked Monet with a slice imbued with Haki to
prevent her from harming anyone else. Tashigi ordered the Marines to reach the children and declared that she would stay behind to fight Monet, even if Zoro was already there fighting Monet. Tashigi and Zoro began arguing about their dispresidenting treatment of Monet and apparent reluctance to cut it, which Tashigi
felt was rooted in sexism. After Zoro became so angry at his accusations that he decided to sit down and let her take care of the harpy, Tashigi began fighting Monet. She initially avoided all of Monet's attacks using Soru and his blocking skills, but Monet used a dauning technique called Blizzard to catch the captain. She
bit Tashigi's shoulder and tried to rip him off. After remembering what Monet did to his subordinate, Tashigi cleverly held Monet's head down as a means of preventing her from pulling her shoulder off. Monet continued to bite harder and harder until Zoro came in and gave him a cut on his cheek. [21] Tashigi giving the
final blow to Monet. Tashigi watched as Zoro cut Monet in half, shocked by his sudden outburst. She soon realized that he had not used Haki when cutting Monet and noticed the immense fear he had caused the harpy. She pondered on the fact that he won the battle only in fear and wondered how strong he and the
other Straw Hats become in the last two years. His thoughts were interrupted when Monet finally got up and tried to stab Zoro in Back. Tashigi quickly finished Monet with a cut on his back. Shortly after, she chastised Zoro for not returning the final blow to Monet when he had the chance, but once again became angry
with him when he told him that he would have cut Monet if Tashigi had not. Zoro began to give her a patronizing congratulations and promised to let her take credit, which really angered her. When she asked Zoro why he insisted on looking at her, he responded by saying that she was actually below him, much to his
annoyance. After the battle, Zoro carried the wounded Tashigi over his shoulder, despite his embarrassment and complaints. As she was being taken, she noticed that he was carrying Shusui and was excited about it, but Zoro did not care. They soon met with their respective groups, at which point she demanded that he
put her down before his subordinates saw her. [51] Once they all arrived at building R safely, they boarded a train cart and fled. With Nami's help, they arrived outside, and Tashigi, Nami and Robin did not seem impressed with General Franky. Tashigi asks Nami to let her take care of the children. Some time after the
defeat of Baby 5 and Buffalo and the capture of Caesar Clown, Tashigi asked Nami, crying, to let her take care of the children. Wishing them the best, Nami accepted his offer, and a relieved Tashigi entered the tanker where the children were staying after Law treated them. She declared that the Marines would take care
of them from that point on, to the disappointment of the children; they wanted to keep the Straw Hats a little longer. Tashigi was later seen attending the banquet along with pirates, other Marines, and caesar clown's former henchmen, smiling as the children played with her. [53] As he prepared to leave with the children,
Tashigi was visibly shocked when his subordinates began insulting the pirates in front of the children as they sang praises of the Marines. She scolded them for their shameful behavior. However, she laughed when the soldiers revealed that they had to rely on exaggerated insults if they did not want to end up liking these
pirates. [54] Dressrosa Arc[edit | editing source] After Doflamingo's defeat at Dressrosa, Tashigi and Smoker received the news of Luffy and Law's exploits and were pleased that Issho did not allow the incident in Dressrosa to be covered up like Alabasta's. Tashigi also informed punk hazard's children that they would see
Vegapunk in a few days. [55] The following events are Non-Canon and are therefore not considered part of canonical history. One Piece: Stampede[edit | editing source] Smoker and Tashigi disguised at the Pirate Festival. Tashigi and Smoker went to Delta Island to participate in the Pirate Festival During a call of buster
on the island, although Smoker go to Tashigi, Hina, Koby, and Helmeppo Helmeppo telling them to evacuate the island, she offers to fight Bullet, but is held by Hina and forced to leave the island. [56] It concludes non-canonical section. Major Battles[edit | edit source] Translation and Dub Issues[edit | editing source] Like
Kuina, its name comes from a bird without flight. The fact that she has the name of a bird without flight is a reflection of herself. Regarding the bird itself, Oda stated that although a bird cannot fly, it does not mean it will never fly. [57] The viz manga and 4Kids dub give him the rank of Sergeant, while the Funimation
voiceover gives him the rank of Sergeant Major. Merchandise[edit | editing source] Tashigi was depicted in many forms of merchandise. She was also featured in the Pirate Portrait model series. Video Games[edit | edit source] Playable appearances[edit | edit source] Enemy appearances[edit | support source] Non-
Playable Appearances[edit | edit source] Trivia[edit | edit source] In the 6th Japanese fan poll, Tashigi was ranked as the 33rd most popular character, sharing the location with Smoker. One fan once asked about Tashigi's glasses, as she looks short-sighted, but lifts her glasses to look closely at a sword[58] and was
seen running without glasses. The reader asked if the glasses were to show. Oda stated that she needs them. [59] In Japan, the act of taking another's sword is seen as a strong statement implying that the welder was not worthy of the blade, and Tashigi is doing so by taking the blades of the criminals. Tashigi and Kuina
are voiced by Monica Rial in the dubbing funimation. So far, Yamaoroshi and Kashu are the only swords known to have been taken from their former owners by Tashigi. Tashigi was the second female marine shown in the series, with the retired and late Bell-mère being the first. Along with Smoker, Tashigi appeared in
more sagas than any other character outside the Straw Hat Pirates, currently appearing in all except The Isle of Heaven and four emperor sagas. In One Piece: Pirate Warriors 3, Tashigi's taunt action allows her to remove or put on her glasses. When your glasses are turned off, the screen becomes blurry with a heavy
depth field effect. It is not known whether this is a mistake or not, as Tashigi should be a warrant officer after the Alabasta Arc instead of being ensign in the ranks of the Navy. In the anime, it is said that Tashigi was promoted by a row, the same as Smoker. However, Tashigi presumably received a two-post promotion
after this incident, from Chief Master Petty Officer to Ensign. Tashigi's favorite food is hot coffee. [8] References[edit | edit source] ↑ 1.0 1.1 1.2 One Piece Manga and Anime — Vol. 11 Chapter 96 (p. 12) and Episode 48, premiere Tashigi. ^ a part 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 One Piece Manga and Anime — Vol. 66 Chapter 652
(p. 17) and Episode Tashigi is first introduced after the timeskip. timeskip. 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 One Piece Manga and Anime — Vol. 11 Chapter 98 (p. 17) and Episode 52, Tashigi is first introduced before the timeskip. ^ a .0 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 One Piece Manga and Anime — Vol. 45 Chapter 439 (p. 16) and Episode 324,
Tashigi is called by one of his marine subordinates. ↑ 5.0 5.1 SBS One Piece Manga — Vol. 20, Tashigi's profile is given. ^ One Piece Manga e Anime — Vol. 61 Chapter 598 and Episode 517, two years go on in history. ^ SBS One Piece Manga — Vol. 33, Tashigi's birthday is suggested by a reader. ↑ 8.0 8.1 8.2 8.3
Vivre Card - One Piece Visual Dictionary , Tashigi's name is romanized and his information is revealed. ↑ 9.0 9.1 A Manga and Anime Piece — Vol. 23 Chapter 212 (p. 18) and Episode 127, Tashigi is promoted by the Government a higher rank. ^ One Piece Manga e Anime — Vol. 69 Chapter 688 and Episode 614,
Tashigi realizes that the Zoro Shusui is holding while they are being chased by H2S gas. ^ One Piece Manga e Anime — Vol. 12 Chapter 100 (p. 21) and Episode 53, Tashigi follows Smoker to defeat Zoro. ↑ 12.0 12.1 A Manga and Anime Piece — Vol. 19 Chapter 168 (p. 15) and Episode 94, Tashigi clashes again with
Zoro. ↑ 13.0 13.1 13.2 A Manga and Anime Piece — Vol. 67 Chapter 662 and Episode 587, Tashigi is defeated by Law and Smoker and Law in Conflict. ↑ 14.0 14.1 14.2 14.3 14.4 A Manga and Anime Piece — Vol. 68 Chapter 677 (p. 11-12) and Episode 603, Tashigi challenges his superior, Smoker. ^ One Piece Manga
e Anime — Vol. 12 Chapter 100 (p. 12-13) and Episode 53, Tashigi is briefly in conflict with Zoro. ^ One Piece Manga and Anime — Vol. 67 Chapter 664 (p. 3) and Episode 589, Tashigi in Smoker's body for embarrassment asks Smoker on his body to button his shirt. ^ One Piece Manga e Anime — Vol. 68 Chapter 677
(p. 11) and Episode 603, Tashigi becomes embarrassed after being returned to his body. ^ One Piece Manga e Anime — Vol. 23 Chapter 211 (p. 12) and Episode 127, Tashigi contacts Smoker. ^ One Piece Manga e Anime — Vol. 12 Chapter 100 (p. 10) and Episode 53, Tashigi's first confrontation ↑ 20.0 20.1 20.2 A
Manga and Anime Play — Vol. 69 Chapter 682 and Episode 608, Tashigi mind his subordinates about Vergo to protect them. ↑ 21.0 21.1 21.2 21.3 A Manga and Anime Piece — Vol. 69 Chapter 687 and Episode 613, Tashigi and Zoro fight monet. ^ One Piece Manga e Anime — Vol. 67 Chapter 661 and Episode 586,
Sanji in love with Tashigi after two years. ^ One Piece Manga e Anime — Vol. 67 Chapter 661 and Episode 586, Smoker reveals that Tashigi is able to use Haki. ↑ 24.0 24.1 A Manga and Anime Piece — Vol. 69 Chapter 686 and Episode 612. ^ Vivre Card - One Piece Visual Dictionary , Tashigi is revealed to be a
kenbunshoku Haki user. ^ SBS One Piece Manga — Vol. 68. ↑ One-piece manga — Vol. 11chapter ↑ Manga de Uma Peça — Vol. 11 Chapter 97. ↑ Manga de Uma Peça — Vol. 11 Chapter 98. ↑ Manga de Uma Peça — Vol. 11 Chapter 99. ^ A One-Piece Manga — Vol. 12 Chapter 100. ^ A One-Piece Manga — Vol. 15
Chapter 128. ^ One Piece Manga e Anime — Vol. 24 Chapter 217 and Episode 130. ^ One Piece Manga e Anime — Vol. 45 Chapter 439 (p. 16-17) and Episode 324, Tashigi asks Smoker about the rewards of Straw Hats after the Enies Lobby incident. ^ One Piece Manga e Anime — Vol. 54 Chapter 524 (p. 17) and
Episode 421, Tashigi is seen gathering alongside his fellow Marines. ^ One Piece Manga and Anime — Vol. 56 Chapter 550 (p. 14) and Episode 458, Tashigi and Smoker along with the other Marines are watching Ace's execution. ^ One Piece Manga e Anime — Vol. 57 Chapter 557 (p. 11) and Episode 466, Tashigi
notes Luffy alongside the fugitives from Impel Down as she fights whitebeard pirates. ↑ 38.0 38.1 A Manga and Anime Piece — Vol. 69 Chapter 680 (p. 14-15) and Episode 606, Tashigi has flashbacks of Vergo as head of the G-5. ^ One Piece Manga e Anime — Vol. 66 Chapter 652 and Episode 572. ^ One Piece Manga
e Anime — Vol. 66 Chapter 655 and Episode 579, Tashigi and Smoker left for Punk Hazard. ^ A Manga and Anime — Vol. 67 Chapter 661 and Episode 586, Law attacks the Marines. ^ One Piece Manga e Anime — Vol. 67 Chapter 664 and Episode 589, Tashigi informs Smoker about the kidnappings. ^ A Manga and
Anime — Vol. 68 Chapter 668 and Episode 594, the Marines fight the former prisoners. ^ One Piece Manga e Anime — Vol. 68 Chapter 670 and Episode 596, Smoker and Tashigi battle Luffy. ^ A Manga and Anime — Vol. 68 Chapter 672 and Episode 597, Tashigi and the others are suffocated by Caesar. ^ One Piece
Manga e Anime — Vol. 68 Chapter 673 and Episode 599, Tashigi in the cell. ↑ A Manga and Anime Play — Vol. 68 Chapter 676 and Episode 602, the cage is moved out, exposed to poison. ^ One Piece Manga e Anime — Vol. 68 Chapter 678 and Episode 604, Tashigi will lead the G-5 Marinecorps. ^ One Piece Manga
e Anime — Vol. 69 Chapter 679 and Episode 605, Tashigi is shocked to see some Marines petrified. ^ One Piece Manga e Anime — Vol. 69 Chapter 684 and Episode 610, the Marines flee to the Cookie Room. ^ One Piece Manga e Anime — Vol. 70 Chapter 691 and Episode 617, Tashigi met with the G-5 Marines. ^
One Piece Manga e Anime — Vol. 70 Chapter 694 and Episode 620, the large group tries to escape by train cart. ^ One Piece Manga e Anime — Vol. Chapter 70 696 and Episode 622, Tashigi joins the party with the Straw Hats and Marines, playing with the children. ^ One Piece Manga e Anime — Vol. 70 Chapter 697
and Episode 623, Tashigi is shocked when the Marines insult the pirates. ↑ Manga of a piece — Vol. Chapter 793. ^ One Piece Movie 14. ^ SBS One Piece Manga — Vol. 16, fan question: Do kuina and tashigi's names come from birds? ↑ A Manga and Anime Play — Vol. 11 Chapter 97 and Episode 49, Tashigi raises
his glasses to see a sword. ^ SBS One Piece Manga — Vol. 13, A reader asks Oda about Tashigi's glasses. [edit | edit source]
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